Notes on using White Risk EXPLORE as a reference work
SEARCH FOR AVALANCHE AND AVALANCHE PREVENTION TERMINOLOGY

The knowledge section entitled EXPLORE offers a search box that enables you to find information about avalanches and their prevention by way of a term search.

Example: Search term “snow” with 12 hits starting with the character string “snow” (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Hit list of terms starting with the character string “snow”.

Selecting the term “Snowpack” shows you which chapters contain relevant information (illustrated below).

Fig. 2: List of chapters and headings where information relating to the search term is to be found.
LIST OF LINKS

White Risk EXPLORE consists of several content blocks, each of which is numbered. The number is displayed in the URL (Fig. 3). By entering the relevant number in the URL, users can retrieve specific content directly.

![Image of a web browser showing a White Risk EXPLORE page]

https://www.whiterisk.ch/en/explore#u=05-02-05-01

Fig. 3: The number for retrieving the chapter on warning signs, for example, is 05-02-05-01.

You can use these numbers to insert links to specific White Risk EXPLORE content in a Word or Powerpoint document. Example:

https://www.whiterisk.ch/en/explore#u=06-01-01-04
https://www.whiterisk.ch/en/explore#u=05-01-07-01
https://www.whiterisk.ch/en/explore#u=05-05-02
https://www.whiterisk.ch/en/explore#u=05-04
https://www.whiterisk.ch/en/explore#u=06-02-02-06
How to find a link number within a chapter:

You can view the numbers of individual content blocks by selecting a block heading and clicking the right mouse button (Inspect Element or similar, depending on the browser).

Example (Safari):

Example (Chrome):